CATALOGUE KTM 790 DUKE
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For this new and long-awaited Austrian media, unconventional and bizarre enough, we have imagined three different exhausts, two of
which are EURO 4 approved, the third available only in the "race" version, declined in various materials and with two different solutions:
high pass (SP-3 CARBON SHORT and EVOXTREME) and low-pass (HYDROFORM SHORT).
SP-3 CARBON SHORT has the deepest sound of the three exhausts offered and just like the new "K", it loves the road fully embodying
the desire to escape and it loves the purest motorcycle spirit. Tested on the bench and in the most demanding situations, SP-3 CARBON SHORT guarantees reliability and gives the Austrian media even more aggressive and scratchy back lines while also the powerful
bi-cylinder gains in particular at low and medium-regime. SP-3 CARBON SHORT has the laser engraved logo and a silencer body available in two different materials with three surface finishes (satin titanium, satin steel, black ceramic steel). The silencer body is octagonal
shape and the gas outlet is hydroformed. Approved for Euro 4 with DBK, the SP-3 CARBON SHORT exhaust with “high” passage has a
beautiful carbon cover with the embedded HP CORSE logo. The fitting has a slip-on connection for the original manifolds.
EVOXTREME is a exhaust born in the racing department and has a unique sound, low at medium-regime but capable of "screaming" at
high regime. It is a very light exhaust and for the 790 Duke the fitting is equipped with a carbon cover fixed to the fitting
with screws. EVOXTREME is available in satin steel, black steel or in very light titanium. The logo is laser engraved. The silencer body
has a variable volume and becomes narrow towards the fitting without using welds. The bottom is in carbon fiber with a "slash" part that
meets the body of the silencer. EVOXTREME for KTM 790 DUKE is Euro 4 approved.

HYDROFORM SHORT is pure adrenaline for a thrilling sound. The silencer body is born from Hydroforming Technology thanks to the
strength of a fluid brought to very high pressures. We can declare that we are dealing with an absolutely unique and technically advanced
product. Equipped with DB-Killer HYDROFORM-CORSA/SHORT has a record weight and is only available in the Racing version.
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SP-3 CARBON SHORT
TITANIUM -BLACK - INOX

SP-3 CARBON SHORT TITANIUM/CERAMIC BLACK/INOX
- Hydroformig Technology
- Carbon-fiber End-Cap
- Carbon-fiber cover
- DBK
- Slip-on Link pipe
- Laser Logo
- Homologated Euro 4
- (UE) nr. 134/2014 and 2016/1824 G

TITANIUM Code: KTSP3S79DT-AB
CERAMIC BLACK Code: KTSP3S79DC-AB
INOX Code: KTSP3S79DS-AB
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POWER

Original: CV 113,43
4-TRACK: CV 115,83
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EVOXTREME
TITANIUM -BLACK - INOX

EVOXTREME TITANIUM/BLACK/INOX
- Carbon fiber end-cap
- Carbon-fiber cover
- Slip-on Link pipe
- Laser Logo
- Homologated Euro 4
- (UE) nr. 134/2014 and 2016/1824 G

TITANIUM Code: KTEVO3179DT-AB
CERAMIC BLACK Code: KTEVO3179DB-AB
INOX Code: KTEVO3179DBS-AB
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POWER

Original: CV 113,43
4-TRACK: CV 114,82
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HYDROFORM-SHORT
CERAMIC BLACK - INOX

HYDROFORM-CORSA CERAMIC BLACK/INOX
- Hydroforming technology
- DB-Killer removable
- Slip-on Link pipe
- Laser Logo
- Exhaust Racing (Not Road Legal)

CERAMIC BLACK Code: XKTHY79D30PLB-AB
INOX Code: XKTHY79D30PLS-AB
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